Kitchens Collection
Designed to your style,
made for your home.

New
d e s ig n s
- See inside

A passion for kitchens...
We’re all homemakers these days and at Woodie’s,
our passion for kitchens means we’re constantly
developing new ranges to reflect the changing
trends and lifestyles of homemakers countrywide.
By combining the best of both Irish and European
design, along with a talented team of Design
Consultants, we provide you with what you need
the most...a beautiful space that is both well
designed and stylish, along with a product that is
durable, guaranteed and excellent value for money.

Start to finish

We have everything you need to bring your dream
kitchen to life from an extensive range of tiles to
thousands of paint colours -why not try our colour
mixing system and let your personality show with your
own choices. Don’t forget about those all important
finishing touches. We have a fantastic selection of
lighting and flooring to really give your kitchen the
‘WOW’ factor.

Reasons to choose us
Free design service

Professional Design Consultants on hand to
help you realise your dream kitchen.

Over 20 styles

Choose from over 20 design styles from classic
to contemporary.

Innovative design

Top quality soft close hinges & drawer system
as standard.

Pre-assembled

For easy installation which saves you time and
money.

“The advantage is you have
everything in one place.”

T&Cs apply. *For a full set of terms & conditions visit woodies.ie.
**Ask in store or apply online at www.flexifi.com

Something for every budget

We’re sure to have something for all budgets.
We even offer flexible finance options with our
partner Flexi-Fi, allowing you to buy your dream
kitchen today and pay later.**
See page 23 for full details.

Fitting service

Recommended fitters list available in store.

Aftercare service

Lifetime guarantee on materials.*

Supporting Irish jobs

All kitchen units built by our teams in Ireland.
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Everything to complete the look
Customer testimonials
Kitchens
Storage Solutions
Handles
Sinks & Taps
Laminate worktops
Quartz worktops
Appliances
Finishing touches- Lighting
Finishing touches- Splashbacks
Finishing touches- Tiles
Finishing touches- Flooring
Your kitchen from start to finish
Showrooms

This is a dream,
to have such a space,
we certainly have that
in our new kitchen.”
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Everything to
complete the look
…including the kitchen sink!

We have all the finishing touches to help you get the look that’s
right for the kitchen and right for your home. From wall tiles
to flooring and a huge range of appliances, not to mention the
largest selection of paint, all available under one roof.

Worktops

Beautiful & durable,
our worktop range
combines the best in
design with fantastic
value for money.

Kitchen Units
Browse our Kitchen
collection to find the
perfect style for your
dream kitchen. Fancy
an injection of colour
… take a look at our
painted range with
over 30 colours to
choose from.

Wall Tiles

Choosing the right wall tile for your
splashback can really transform your
design and offer a pop of colour. Keep
it simple with a neutral tone or opt for
more vibrancy with coloured tiles or
mosaics!

Floor Tiles

Tiles can add a feeling
of space & light to your
design which can really
accentuate your kitchen.
Our selection comes in
a range of finishes and
sizes to suit all layouts.

Appliances
Whether you’re looking for a hi-tech American fridge or a
traditional range cooker, we have a wide range of appliances to
suit both your culinary skills and budget.
4 | woodies.ie
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Paint & Wallpaper

Add a feature wall with some
vibrant wallpaper or choose a
complementary paint colour that
really enhances your kitchen.

Flooring

More practical than timber,
laminate flooring can really
add warmth and style to your
kitchen. Be sure to browse
our ‘Rooms’ range for a fantastic
variety of textured laminates.

Fired Oak

Storage Solutions
Keep your kitchen looking
like a showroom with
our vast array of storage
solutions.

Lighting

From relaxed ambient to
convenient task lighting, the
right lighting can make all the
difference and really set the
mood for your new kitchen.

Sinks & Taps

Complete your kitchen with
the right choice of sinks & taps
to complement your style. We
have everything from beautifully
crafted Belfast sinks to more
streamlined contemporary styles
in stainless steel.
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Another
happy
homemaker!
Customer
Brief
Traditional kitchen with a pop of colour.
They wanted a kitchen island that could double up as both a family breakfast bar and
entertainment space for when they have guests over. The customer was also looking
for plenty of storage and some display cabinets for their glassware collection.

Before

After
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The Design
Solution
This was an exciting transformation to
work on. We had a blank canvas and both
Aibhlin and I worked together on the plan
and design which incorporates two different
colours on the island and main kitchen. I also
helped choose the finishing touches for the
kitchen, the tiles and light fittings were all
purchased in Woodie’s.
Dylan | Kitchen Consultant | Tralee

Get started!

Book a design
consultation in any
showroom today

Customer
Feedback
We couldn’t have been happier with every step in
the process of creating our dream kitchen with
Woodie’s. Dylan helped us realise our vision. He
helped with every single detail and decision we had
to make while creating it. We changed our minds
numerous times on different things, he couldn’t
have been more helpful or patient with each small
change, constantly giving us guidance and advice
around even the smallest of details.
Our fitter, Jeremiah and his assistant, were
absolutely outstanding. They removed our old
kitchen and fitted our new one in 2 days with such
care and attention to detail. The workmanship was
exceptional and we couldn’t fault them.
Aibhlin | Kerry
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Paint it your w
- introducing our new range of painted kitchens

Stylish kitchens finished in over 30 colours.
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Paint it
your wayIn

FINANCE
IN MINUTES**

troducing our
range of paintenew
d
kitchens

Apply online or ask in store
Flexiﬁ.com

Finnsbury

Our new painted door range is a fresher, sharper take on
the traditional shaker door. The luxury painted finish on
this range of doors reveals the desirable and unique
patterning of the solid ash framing. Personalise your
kitchen by choosing one of the 30 colours from the
bespoke colour palette:
• Add a different look to your kitchen by choosing the curved doors from the Kew
range.
• Glass door options available to confidently display your beautiful crockery.
• Can be paired with a stone or laminate worktop to complete your dream kitchen.

The following colours are available in 4 weeks.
Putty

Soft Grey

Alabaster

Seal Grey

The following colours are made to order
only and are available in up to 8 weeks.

NEW

way

White

French Grey

Powder

Pale Smoke

Soft Moss

Bone

Gooseberry

Cashmere

Cornflower
Blue

Willow

Chalk

Gravel

Taupe

Lead

Pewter

Ivory

Cement

Mink

Pale Navy

Fjord Green

Mussel

Charcoal

Chamois

Old Navy

Thyme

Kew
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NEW

Tramore

Introducing the Tramore kitchen to the Woodie’s
range. This stylish super matt door offers a clean
contemporary look to your kitchen, whilst also
featuring an in-stepped door to give a little extra
feature to the design.
• Available in two colours- Onyx Grey and White.
• Pair with Metallic finished handles for an ultra modern look.

What our
customers
say

“ We started the process in store
and Leen helped us create our
dream kitchen. It was exciting and
she really catered to our needs.
We had no issues at all and are
very happy with the results.”
Paul | Navan
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Onyx Grey

White

Available in 2 colours

FINANCE
IN MINUTES**

Apply online or ask in store
Flexiﬁ.com

NEW

Corrib

The Corrib is a painted solid ash mock in-frame door
which offers a traditional yet elegant look to your kitchen.
• Available in a warm cashmere colour.
• Can be paired with glass framed doors.
• Team up with our storage solutions to get the most out of your space.
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This stunning handleless door features a super
matt finish which gives a streamlined and
contemporary look to your kitchen.
• The Burren is available in two colours- Limestone and Chalk.
• Can be paired with a laminate or stone worktop for a
traditional or modern look.

3

Burren Chalk

Choose from our range of storage solutions to make
the most of the space in your kitchen

*Cutlery insert is a special order item

What our
customers
say

“ We thought the range of kitchens
at Woodie’s was fantastic. We
had a hard time choosing the one
we liked best. We were able to get
everything we needed to complete
the kitchen in one store which was
really great as it just made the
whole process simpler and the
service was fantastic.”
Anne-Marie | Dublin
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NEW

Burren

A stylish kitchen finished in a warm grey palette.
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FINANCE
IN MINUTES**

Apply online or ask in store
Flexiﬁ.com

Claddagh

Available in 4 different colours, the Claddagh
combines sophistication with a personal
touch. The detail on the door creates the
impression of an inset door while still being
able to accommodate your choice of internal
fitting and accessories.
• The Claddagh has a choice of four cabinet door colours to
choose from.
• Personalise your kitchen with a choice of over-mantle, curved
details & open shelving options.
• A full range of internal fittings on offer to make the most of
your storage space.
• Soft close drawers and door hinges supplied as standard.

Doors available in 4 finishes*
Matt Dove
Grey

Matt Olive

Matt Stone
Grey

*Colours may vary in price. See in store for full details.

What our
customers
say

“ I’m really delighted with the kitchen.
It’s so much nicer than I expected.
Aiden was brilliant, professional and
extremely easy to deal with. From start
to finish you were an absolute pleasure
to deal with. Your advice was great and
your customer service was exemplary,
you’re a credit to Woodie’s. ”
Lilian | Blanchardstown
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Matt Mussel

Erin

This cream painted solid ash door is ideally suited to a
traditional space. The Erin can be combined with glass
panelled doors and decorative handles to enhance the look.
• Erin’s natural wood grain texture and durability make it an excellent choice for families!
• Solid timber door provides a long-term solution which can be up-styled as your
tastes change. Compatible with a range of internal storage options to get the most
out of the space.

Looks great with

Duckegg Delight

Split Stone

Blue Seduction 5

Cape Cod

Gatsby Blue

*All Dulux colours available in store.
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Kildare
A stylish kitchen finished in a warm grey palette.
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FINANCE
IN MINUTES**

Apply online or ask in store
Flexiﬁ.com

The Kildare’s ever popular shaker style
door works beautifully well in modern
or traditional settings. The tactile wood
grain texture & look of this door make it
indistinguishable from painted solid wood.
• Available in three colours: Dark Grey, Light Grey and Cashmere.
• Mix and match colours to create your own unique look.
• Choose from our selection of laminate or stone worktops to
complete your kitchen.

Dark Grey

Light Grey

Cashmere

Available in 3 colours

What our
customers
say

“ We live in Ballinaglera Co Leitrim and
recently purchased a kitchen from
Woodie’s Naas Road. We had visited several
kitchen suppliers but were impressed by
the competence and professionalism of
the staff, particularly Leen who looked
after everything. A very competent
fitter came and fitted the kitchen and
everything went without a hitch. We are
very pleased with the kitchen and anyone
that sees it makes very complimentary
remarks about it. We would regard
ourselves as being a delighted customer.”
Brendan | Co. Leitrim
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Tolka

Looks great with

This kitchen lends itself to both
a traditional and contemporary
setting. The Tolka’s neutral colour and
linear design would make it a great
choice for combining it with a more
adventurous tile or wall colour choice.

Caramella

Perfectly Neutral

• Goes well with a huge variety of worktop choices.
• Soft close drawers and door hinges supplied as
standard.
• An easy to maintain smooth satin finish.
• Compatible with a range of internal storage options
to get the most out of your space.

Linen

Renaissance

A toffee tone like Caramella
would team perfectly with this
beautiful warm white kitchen .
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FINANCE
IN MINUTES**

Apply online or ask in store
Flexiﬁ.com

Ashford

This crisp high gloss white door is a must for
anyone longing to create a sleek and minimalist
finish. Its handleless fronts give it a clean,
streamlined and fuss-free look.
• Its minimal design creates opportunity to accessorise with some
patterned tiling or a bright paint colour.
• The Ashford can be ordered with fluid curved corner elements.
• Soft close drawers and door hinges supplied as standard.
• Compatible with a range of internal storage options to get the
most out of the space.

What our
customers
say

“We would like to take this opportunity to say a very big
thank you from the Jordan household. We love our new
kitchen and will enjoy its convenience and style for
many years to come!
From our initial meeting and all throughout the job,
our Design Consultant was extremely efficient and
thorough to deal with. We also felt they showed great
experience in knowing what style, layout and features
might suit a particular customer.”

Pepper Pot is the perfect
neutral colour for most Irish
kitchens and works really well
as a canvas colour for white
kitchens as it frames the
space and also adds warmth
to darker kitchens.

Looks great with

Pepper Pot

Pistachio

Jordan Family | Limerick
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Beverly

A modern style kitchen finished in a beautiful warm grey
finish with hints of pink undertones.
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FINANCE
IN MINUTES**

Apply online or ask in store
Flexiﬁ.com

This contemporary, warm gloss will give your
kitchen a modern, clean look. The Beverly kitchen
would pair elegantly with stainless-steel appliances
giving you a sleek, stylish and up to the minute
kitchen design.
• Can be paired with smoked glass doors or
Robson oak carcasses for a more dramatic look.
• This simple yet stylish look could be teamed
with dark woods or granite for a contrast.
• Soft close drawers and door hinges supplied as
standard.
• Compatible with a range of internal storage
options to get the most out of the space.

h
Looks great wit

Brume

What our
customers
say

“ Woodie’s, it seems to me,
have really put it together,
right down to the kitchenfitting team. The finished
product was even better than
what appeared on the screen.
Take a bow, Woodie’s! ”
Brendan | Dublin

t
Warm Parchmen

Gatehouse

Stay neutral and opt
for a warm grey like
Brume to work with
this space.
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Cashel

The cream gloss finish on this modern-style ‘slab’
door lends a softer look than white, while still
creating a feeling of brightness in your kitchen.
• The Cashel’s high gloss finish is an easy to maintain smooth
surface.
• Works well with our glass doors with aluminium surrounds.
• Soft close drawers and door hinges supplied as standard.

Looks great with

Sea Smoke

Split Stone

Apron Grey

• Compatible with a range of internal storage options, to get the
most out of the space.

What our
customers
say
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“Marie, Thank you! We are both very
happy with our new kitchen. You and
your team were absolutely super.”
David & Gisela | Clare

Bi-fold door
Blue greys are perfect for neutral
kitchens, Sea Smoke would be the
perfect partner and works really
well with black finished work tops.

Modern & sleek this bi-fold door
opens effortlessly with its slow
close piston hinge.

FINANCE
IN MINUTES**

Apply online or ask in store
Flexiﬁ.com

Kitchen Finance in Minutes**
What is Flexi-Fi?

How to apply for Flexi-Fi ?

Flexi-Fi is a retail instalment payment plan facility, an easy
alternative to paying with cash or credit card for your new kitchen.
You can even bundle together your kitchen along with your DIY
needs, then select the amount and payment term that suits you!
It couldn’t be easier. You’ll have full access to a unique
Flexi-Fi account via an online self-serve portal. You can even
pay out your Flexi-Fi purchase early without any additional
fees or charges.

Simply visit Flexifi.com and click ‘Apply’ to begin the quick,
simple online application. You can apply from your mobile
phone, desktop or using any mobile device. You will receive
a credit decision in minutes.

To apply for Flexi-Fi, all you need is a valid
email address, your mobile number and
meet the following minimum criteria:

**Fees, terms & conditions apply. Subject to minimum criteria, credit assessment & approval. Representative APR of 12.63%.
Example: Credit: €5,000 over 36-month term with 9.99% interest rate. €35 application fee, €3.50 monthly account fee.
Total Amount Payable: €5,967.44. Finance provided by FlexiFi Europe Limited.
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Storage Solutions
Larder Units & Carousels
Innotech Internal Pantry Drawers fit behind unit
doors in base units or tall larders. They’re a great way
to maximise capacity and everything pulls out into
view.

Innotech Pantry Drawers (base unit)

Pull Out Larder
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Orion Magic Corner

Innotech Pantry Drawers (larder unit)

Orion Magic Corner

Orion Base Larder 150mm

Storage Solutions
Inserts
Upgrade the aesthetics and improve the
storage capacity and organisation of your
drawers with inserts.

Cutlery Insert *

Standard Drawers

Pot Drawers

Pot & Pan Drawers

Bins
Be sure to hide away that unsightly
bin with our integrated rubbish
solutions, great for sorting out the
recyclables.

Terra Bin (single)

Terra Bin (double)

*Cutlery insert is a special order item.
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Handles
Get a grip on it...

It is those all-important
finishing touches that really
set your kitchen apart.
Don’t forget to pick a handle that
complements the mood and style of
your kitchen. Whether contemporary or
traditional, we have a fantastic range of
handles to choose from.

See
in store
for more
options

Aries Handle

T Bar

Rainbow Handle

Windsor D Handle

Beehive Handle

Buick Pull Handle

Flat Handle

Crystal Knob

Mottled D Handle

Taper Handle

Strap Handle

Crackle ‘D’ Handle

H0520

H1050

(128mm) H1560
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(226mm) H0810

H0040

(184mm) H0320

(141mm) H0300

(168mm) H0240

(168mm) H0250

H1090

H1730

(128mm) H1480

Sinks

Make a splash…
A sink can be a real focal point in a kitchen.
Make the right statement by choosing a
style that fits in with your new kitchen.

Ceramic Sinks
Fashioned from fired-clay at extremely high
temperatures, ceramic sinks provide superior strength,
with a stunning high-gloss finish.
The traditional Belfast sink offers a bowl which is wider
and deeper than a standard stainless steel sink, ideal
for oven trays and roasting dishes. For modern styled
kitchens, there is a large range of inset and undermount
ceramic sinks to suit your requirements. A stunning
addition to any kitchen.

Rustic

Belfast Classic

Stainless Steel Sinks
Stainless steel is hygienic and can
withstand boiling water, very hot pans
or ice blocks! It’s easier on your delicate
glass and china than enamelled cast
iron or ceramic surfaces. We have a
great selection of stainless steel sinks to
choose from, including single and double
sinks, undermount and slim top. Speak
to our consultants to find out more.

Blanco Supreme

Vista Karina

Franke Ascona

Blanco Toga

Taps

Go with the flow...
We have mixer taps, side lever and
top lever for ease of manipulation.
Traditional or contemporary styling
to suit any kitchen along with che
-style taps for the specialist, filter
taps for the pure at heart and even
instant hot systems to give you
boiling water on tap!

Faucet Paris Chrome

Faucet Tropic Chrome

Faucet Chef Chrome

See
in store
for more
options
Faucet Quarter Turn Chrome

Faucet Vento Chrome
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Laminate Worktops
A surface you can count on!

Kitchen Worktops are available in a range of styles and
materials…
Laminate
If you are looking for a competitively priced and highly practical
solution, we can offer our top quality, ‘Leading Edge’ laminate
worktops, which come in a huge range of colours including wood
and even granite effect.

See
full range
available
in store
Laminate

Midnight Dream

Light Walnut Block

Wenge

Amazonus

Oriental Block

Travertine

Avola

Brown Glossy

Pietra White

Stellar Grey

Stellar White

3000mm

3000mm

3000mm

3000mm

3000mm

3000mm

3000mm

3000mm

Stone

Blanco Maple
3400mm
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3400mm

3400mm

3400mm

Quartz Worktops
A surface you can count on!

A product of immense beauty and exceptional
durability, our Quartz is a technological quartz which
is world-renowned for quality and aesthetic appeal.
With the appearance and feel of natural quartz, but with a better
performance thanks to its high resistance, our technological
quartz collection is a range which mimics the beauty of nature.

Technological quartz boasts impressive technical characteristics
which make it the ideal surface option for your home. It is a material
which is resistant to staining, highly durable, scratch and chip
resistant, easy to maintain and safe for food preparation, strong
and beautiful. The perfect surface choice for modern day living.
A full quartz service is available which includes a professional
templating and fitting service.

For a more contemporary
look for your kitchen add a
quartz splashback
or upstands.
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Appliances
We offer a huge selection of appliances
from leading brands that you know and trust
including NordMende and Whirlpool.
Choose from a fantastic range of integrated or free standing
appliances available in a wide range of finishes to suit your design.
With options available such as self-cleaning ovens and steam
cooking ovens, find out how our appliances can make your life
easier so you can spend less time cleaning and more time
enjoying your new kitchen.

Choosing your appliances
1. Decide between integrated or
free-standing appliances

Integrated appliances are great if you want your
kitchen to have one complete look throughout.

2. Choose a finish

We have a wide range of finishes to suit your style
including white, black, stainless steel or why not
try some bold colours to add a statement piece
to your kitchen.

3. Those little extras

Why not treat yourself to one of our state of the
art appliances that are designed to make life
easier. Speak to our consultants to find out more.
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Finishing Touches- Lighting
Add the ‘Wow’ factor with the right lighting!

Lighting is one of the elements most overlooked when
getting a kitchen make-over but the right lighting can
really change the mood of any room.
The kitchen is the heart of the home so make sure your lighting works for you both
functionally and in creating the right atmosphere for your new kitchen style.

Ambience
Lighting
Flexible LED strips are a
great way to add some
decorative lighting
to under your kitchen
cupboards. They can
change colour too!

Task Lighting

Convenience Lighting

Under cupboard lights provide a great
source of light for your worktop area.

Make searching for that missing utensil a
little easier with interior drawer lights.
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Finishing Touches - Splashbacks
Durability & Protection

Glass splashbacks are the perfect finishing touch to your
kitchen. Add a touch of colour whilst also protecting your
walls with a beautiful coloured splashback.
Complete with a self-adhesive backing, the toughened glass splashback can be fitted in
three easy steps. Just peel off the backing, stick to a flat wall and seal for an easy home
update in no time at all.

Impact Geneva White Marble

Impact Ashburton Black Marble Splashback
600x750mm
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Impact Harmony Grey Marble Splashback
600x750mm

NEW

Impact Harmony Grey Marble

Impact Geneva White Marble Splashback
600x750mm

Finishing
Touches Flooring
Complete your kitchen
with the right flooring
ROOMS is a select brand of high quality
laminate ﬂooring exclusive to Woodie’s.
The range of decors has been speciﬁcally
chosen to suit both traditional and
contemporary Irish tastes. The collection
has been designed to add depth and
warmth to any surrounding and is the
perfect accompaniment to your new
kitchen. All floors have a minimum 25 year
domestic guarantee and come with the
highest AC5 wear rating for durability.

8mm Suite Honey Oak

10mm Loft Rustic Oak

10mm Loft Silver Oak

10mm Penthouse Wide Nature Oak

8mm Suite Gesami Oak

10mm Loft Dark Oak

10mm Loft Manresa Walnut

10mm Penthouse Wide Titan Oak

8mm Suite Oak Grey

10mm Loft Light Oak

10mm Loft Gianduja Oak

10mm Penthouse Wide White Oak
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Your Kitchen from

Start to Finish
in five easy steps...

1
Get Inspired…
Visit Woodie’s to see our extensive range of
kitchen styles to suit all tastes and budgets.
We have everything from traditional
through to contemporary and even painted
kitchens! Explore our clever storage options
and pick up a Kitchen Planner document,
for helpful tips on how to measure your
space! Book an appointment with one of our
expert kitchen designers for your next visit.

3 Professional
Measure Up
Once your deposit has been paid, we will
recommend a fitter who will go to your
home and confirm your measurements in
preparation for the kitchen fitting. At this
point you will receive a copy of the plan and
a 3D image of your kitchen design!

4 Installation
Your kitchen units will be built in Ireland
with the finer details completed on-site.
Our recommended kitchen fitters come
with years of experience and have a great
relationship with our design consultants
ensuring a smooth installation service
from start to finish, an average fit takes
only two days!

5 Enjoy …
2 Chat to
an expert…
Gather your ideas of what you want your dream
kitchen to look like. Take your ideas, inspiration
and room measurements with you when you
are meeting your Woodie’s designer. Together
with your designer you will come up with an
exciting kitchen plan that will suit all your
needs! Your designer will produce a 3D design
based on all your desired elements.
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Your kitchen is complete! It’s time
to enjoy your brand new kitchen
complete with soft close doors &
drawers, pull-out larders and sleek
appliances! We provide a full after care
service should you need any further
information on your new kitchen.

“We decided to run with the fitter Woodie’s
recommended, he was just amazing.”

Our Showrooms
Airside
Airside Retail Park Swords,
Dublin
T: 01 8079305
airside.kitchen@woodies.ie

Coolock
Malahide Road,
Coolock, Dublin 17
T: 01 848 5923
coolock.kitchen@woodies.ie

Naas Road
Naas Road, Nangor Road,
Dublin 12
T: 01 409 8182
naasroad.kitchen@woodies.ie

Blackpool
The Blackpool Centre,
Blackpool, Cork
T: 021 4288140
blackpool.kitchen@woodies.ie

Cork (Kinsale Rd)
Turners Cross,
Kinsale Road, Cork
T: 021 4967072
cork.kitchen@woodies.ie

Navan
Blackwater Retail Park,
Navan, Meath
T: 046 906 0366
navan.kitchen@woodies.ie

Blanchardstown
Unit 4 -9 Blanchardstown Retail Park,
Blanchardstown, Dublin 15
T: 01 821 5699
blanchardstown.kitchen@woodies.ie

Galway (Wellpark)
Wellpark Retail Park,
Dublin Road, Galway
T: 091 783 200
wellpark.kitchen@woodies.ie

Tallaght
Arena, Whitestown Way,
Tallaght By-Pass, Dublin 24
T: 01 459 6944
tallaght.kitchen@woodies.ie

Bray
Southern Cross Retail Park,
Bray, Co. Wicklow
T: 01 286 9058
bray.kitchen@woodies.ie

Glasnevin
Dublin Industrial Estate,
Glasnevin, Dublin 11
T: 01 830 7222
glasnevin.kitchen@woodies.ie

Tralee
Manor West Retail Park,
Tralee, Co. Kerry
T: 066 7195248
tralee.kitchen@woodies.ie

Carrickmines
The Park, Carrickmines,
Dublin 18
T: 01 299 9145
carrickmines.kitchen@woodies.ie

Limerick
Unit 2, Ennis Road Retail Park,
Ennis Road, Limerick
T: 061 582426
limerick.kitchen@woodies.ie

Waterford
Cork Road,
Waterford
T: 051 351037
waterford.kitchen@woodies.ie

Castlebar
Castlebar Retail & Business Park,
Breaffy Road, Castlebar, Mayo
T: 094 9028399
castlebar.kitchen@woodies.ie

Lucan
Ballydowd,
Lucan, Co. Dublin
T: 01 621 0766
lucan.kitchen@woodies.ie

Wexford
Wexford Retail Park,
Clonard, Wexford
T: 053 9166 300
wexford.kitchen@woodies.ie

Carlow
Carlow Retail Park,
Carlow
T: 059 913 1110
carlow.kitchen@woodies.ie

Naas
Globe Retail Park, Monread Road
Naas, Kildare
T: 045 889 622
naas.kitchen@woodies.ie

